
PS3 - Classic PS3 - New

Attacking Controls

Dribbling

Dribble Left Stick Left Stick

Stop the Ball Release the Left Stick and press R2 Release the Left Stick and press R2

Stop the Ball – Facing Goal Release the Left Stick and press L1 to stop the ball and face the goal. Release the Left Stick and press L1 to stop the ball and face the goal.

Pace Control Hold L2 and move in the desired direction Hold L2 and move in the desired direction

Pace Control – Facing Goal Hold L2 + R2 and move in the desired direction Hold L2 + R2 and move in the desired direction 

Sprinting Hold R2 and move in the desired direction Hold R2 and move in the desired direction

Knock On Press the Right Stick in the desired direction while sprinting Press the Right Stick in the desired direction while sprinting

Tricks Use the Right Stick while holding L2  to perform tricks (see "Tricks") Use the Right Stick while holding L2  to perform tricks (see "Tricks")

Instigate Forward Run Press L1 to trigger a forward run by a nearby team-mate. Press L1 to trigger a forward run by a nearby team-mate.

Trapping

Trap Left Stick Left Stick

First Touch Press the Right Stick in the desired direction to kick the ball further ahead Press the Right Stick in the desired direction to kick the ball further ahead

Cancel Trap Press and hold L2 + R2 to cancel a trap Press and hold L2 + R2 to cancel a trap

Passing

Short Pass Press (X) to perform a short pass. Holding the button down will pass to the further of two 

passing options.

Press (X) to perform a short pass. Holding the button down will pass to the further of two 

passing options.

Long Pass Press (square) to perform a long pass. The distance of the pass is dictated by the duration 

that the button is held.

Press (Circle) to perform a long pass. The distance of the pass is dictated by the duration 

that the button is held.

Through Pass Press (Triangle) to perform a through pass. Holding the button down will pass to the further 

of two passing options.

Press (Triangle) to perform a through pass. Holding the button down will pass to the 

further of two passing options.

Lobbed Through Pass Press L1 + (Triangle) to perform a lobbed through pass. Holding the button down will pass to 

the further of two passing options.

Press L1 + (Triangle) to perform a lobbed through pass. Holding the button down will pass 

to the further of two passing options.

One-Two Pass Press L1 + (X) to initiate a one-two pass, press x again, before receiving the pass, to return 

the ball to the original possessor.

Press L1 + (X) to initiate a one-two pass, press (x) again, before receiving the pass, to 

return the ball to the original possessor.

Crossing

Cross When the player is in the crossing zone press (Square)  to perform a cross into the box. When the player is in the crossing zone press (Circle)  to perform a cross into the box.

Low Cross When the player is in the crossing zone double tap (Square)  to perform a low cross into the 

box.

When the player is in the crossing zone double tap (Circle)  to perform a low cross into the 

box.

Ground Cross When the player is in the crossing zone triple tap (Square) to perform a ground cross into the 

box.

When the player is in the crossing zone triple tap (Circle) to perform a ground cross into 

the box.

Early Cross When outside the crossing zone press L1 + (Square) to perform an early cross. When outside the crossing zone press L1 + (Circle) to perform an early cross.

Early Low Cross When outside the crossing zone press L1 + double tap (Square) to perform an early low 

cross.

When outside the crossing zone press L1 + double tap (Circle) to perform an early low 

cross.

Early Ground Cross When outside the crossing zone press L1 + triple tap (Square)  to perform an early ground 

cross

When outside the crossing zone press L1 + triple tap (Circle)  to perform an early ground 

cross

Shooting

Shot Press (Circle) to perform a shot Press (Square) to perform a shot

Finesse Shot Press R1 + (Circle) to perform a finesse shot. Press R1 + (Square) to perform a finesse shot.

Chip Shot Press L1 + (Circle) to perform a chip shot. Press L1 + (Square) to perform a chip shot.

Defending Controls

Movement Left Stick Left Stick

Sprint Hold R2 and move in the desired direction Hold R2 and move in the desired direction

Jockey Hold L2 to jockey the ball possessor. Hold L2 to jockey the ball possessor.

Running Jockey Hold L2 + R2 to jockey the ball possessor at high speed. Hold L2 + R2 to jockey the ball possessor at high speed. 

Switch Players Press L1 to switch the player you are controlling. Press L1 to switch the player you are controlling.

Switch Player Manual Press the Right Stick in the direction of the player you wish to switch to. Press the Right Stick in the direction of the player you wish to switch to.

Press Hold the (X) button to press the ball possessor and perform a standing tackle. Hold the (X) button to press the ball possessor and perform a standing tackle.

Jockey Press Hold [X] + L2 to Jockey Press the ball possessor Hold [X] + L2 to Jockey Press the ball possessor

Team-mate Press Hold the (Circle) button to have a team-mate press the ball possessor and perform a standing 

tackle.

Hold the (Square) button to have a team-mate press the ball possessor and perform a 

standing tackle.

Slide Tackle Press (Square) to perform a slide tackle. Press (Circle) to perform a slide tackle.

Clearance When in possession in your own half press (Circle) to clear the ball. When in possession in your own half press (Square) to clear the ball.

Goalkeeper Controls

Rush Hold the (Triangle) button to direct the goalkeeper to rush at the ball. Hold the (Triangle) button to direct the goalkeeper to rush at the ball.

Drop Kick Press (Circle) or (Square) when the goalkeeper is holding the ball to drop kick the ball up-

field.

Press (Square) or (Circle) when the goalkeeper is holding the ball to drop kick the ball up-

field.

Throw Press (X) when the goalkeeper is holding the ball to throw to a team-mate. Holding the button 

down will pass to the further of two passing options.

Press (X) when the goalkeeper is holding the ball to throw to a team-mate. Holding the 

button down will pass to the further of two passing options.

Drop the Ball Press (Triangle) when the goalkeeper is holding the ball to drop the ball to the goalkeeper’s 

feet.

Press (Triangle) when the goalkeeper is holding the ball to drop the ball to the goalkeeper’s 

feet.

Set-Piece Controls

Corners

Lob Cross Hold the (Square) button  to take a corner. The distance of the cross is dictated by the 

duration that the button is held. Use the directional controls to put topspin or backspin on the 

kick.

Hold the (Circle) button  to take a corner. The distance of the cross is dictated by the 

duration that the button is held. Use the directional controls to put topspin or backspin on 

the kick.

Low Cross Double tap (Square) to perform a low cross into the box. Double tap (Circle) to perform a low cross into the box.

Ground Cross Triple tap (Square) to perform a ground cross into the box. Triple tap (Circle) to perform a ground cross into the box.

Short Corner Press (X) to make a short pass to a nearby team-mate. Press (X) to make a short pass to a nearby team-mate.

Free-kicks

Short Pass Press (X) to make a short pass. Press (X) to make a short pass.

Lob Pass Hold the (Square) button to perform a lob pass. The distance of the pass is dictated by the 

duration that the button is held. Use the directional controls to put topspin/backspin or 

sidespin on the kick.

Hold the (Circle) button to perform a lob pass. The distance of the pass is dictated by the 

duration that the button is held. Use the directional controls to put topspin/backspin or 

sidespin on the kick.

Shot Press the (Circle) button to take a shot. Use the directional controls to put topspin/backspin 

or sidespin on the kick. 

Press the (Square) button to take a shot. Use the directional controls to put 

topspin/backspin or sidespin on the kick. 

Driven Shot Hold L1 + (Circle) button to perform a driven shot. Use the directional controls to put spin on 

the kick.

Hold L1 + (Square) button to perform a driven shot. Use the directional controls to put spin 

on the kick.

Call Lay-off Player Press L2 to call a Lay-off player. Press L2 to call a Lay-off player.

Lay-off Player Pass Hold L2 and press [X] to lay the ball off to the Third Player Hold L2 and press [X] to lay the ball off to the Third Player

Lay-off Player Shot Hold L2 and press [Circle] to shoot with the Lay-off Player Hold L2 and press [Square] to shoot with the Lay-off Player

Free-kick Wall

Wall Player Charge Press and hold [X] to charge with a player in the wall Press and hold [X] to charge with a player in the wall

Jump Use the (Triangle) button to make the wall jump. Use the (Triangle) button to make the wall jump.

Throw-ins

Throw Direction Use the Left Stick to choose the throw direction. Use the Left Stick to choose the throw direction.

Short Throw Press (X) to perform a short throw to the player closest to the throwers facing angle. Press (X) to perform a short throw to the player closest to the throwers facing angle.

Manual Short Throw Press (Triangle) to perform a short throw in the direction the thrower is facing. Press (Triangle) to perform a short throw in the direction the thrower is facing.

Long Throw Hold (Square) to perform a long throw in the direction the thrower is facing. Hold (Circle) to perform a long throw in the direction the thrower is facing.

Move Receiver Tap L1 to take control of the receiver closest to the throw angle. Tap L1 again to re-take 

control of the thrower.

Tap L1 to take control of the receiver closest to the throw angle. Tap L1 again to re-take 

control of the thrower.

Penalties



Aiming Use the directional pad to aim the kick. Use the directional pad to aim the kick.

Driven Shot Hold (Circle) to perform a driven shot. Hold (Square) to perform a driven shot.

Placed Shot Hold R1 + (Circle) to perform a placed shot. Placed shots are softer but more accurate. Hold R1 + (Square) to perform a placed shot. Placed shots are softer but more accurate.

Chip Shot Hold L1 + (Circle) to perform a chip shot. Hold L1 + (Square) to perform a chip shot.

Penalty Saving

Move GK Use the Right Stick to move the GK on the line. Use the Right Stick to move the GK on the line.

Dive Use the Left Stick to chose the save direction. Use the Left Stick to chose the save direction.

Goal Kicks

Short Pass Press (X) to make a short pass. Press (X) to make a short pass.

Lob Pass Hold the (Square) button to perform a lob pass. The distance of the pass is dictated by the 

duration that the button is held.

Hold the (Circle) button to perform a lob pass. The distance of the pass is dictated by the 

duration that the button is held.

Tactics

CB Attack Press up on the D-Pad to make your CB join in with your next attack. Press up on the D-Pad to make your CB join in with your next attack.

Opposite Wing Attack Press left on the D-Pad to make a player on the opposite side of the pitch move forward to 

join the attack.

Press left on the D-Pad to make a player on the opposite side of the pitch move forward to 

join the attack.

Offside Trap Press down on the D-Pad to make your defensive line push forward in an attempt to catch the 

opposition offside.

Press down on the D-Pad to make your defensive line push forward in an attempt to catch 

the opposition offside.

Team Press Press right on the D-Pad to make your team press the opponents. Press right on the D-Pad to make your team press the opponents.

Decrease Mentality Hold R1 and press left on the D-Pad to decrease your team’s attacking mentality. Hold R1 and press left on the D-Pad to decrease your team’s attacking mentality.

Increase Mentality Hold R1 and press right on the D-Pad to increase your team’s attacking mentality. Hold R1 and press right on the D-Pad to increase your team’s attacking mentality.

Arena

Free-Kick Press the D-Pad in any direction to initiate a free-kick in the current player position. Press the D-Pad in any direction to initiate a free-kick in the current player position.

Penalty Press the D-Pad in any direction when inside the penalty box to initiate a penalty. Press the D-Pad in any direction when inside the penalty box to initiate a penalty.
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Attacking Controls

Dribbling

Dribble Left Stick Left Stick

Stop the Ball Release the Left Stick and press R1 to stop the ball and face the goal. Release the Left Stick and press R1 to stop the ball and face the goal.

Stop the Ball – Facing Goal Release the Left Stick and press LB to stop the ball and face the goal. Release the Left Stick and press LB to stop the ball and face the goal.

Pace Control Hold L1 and move in the desired direction Hold L1 and move in the desired direction

Pace Control – Facing Goal Hold L1 + R1 and move in the desired direction Hold L1 + R1 and move in the desired direction 

Sprinting Hold R1 and move in the desired direction Hold R1 and move in the desired direction

Knock On Press the Right Stick in the desired direction while sprinting Press the Right Stick in the desired direction while sprinting

Tricks Use the Right Stick while holding L1  to perform tricks (see "Tricks") Use the Right Stick while holding L1  to perform tricks (see "Tricks")

Instigate Forward Run Press LB to trigger a forward run by a nearby team-mate. Press LB to trigger a forward run by a nearby team-mate.

Trapping

Trap Left Stick Left Stick

First Touch Press the Right Stick in the desired direction to kick the ball further ahead Press the Right Stick in the desired direction to kick the ball further ahead

Cancel Trap Press and hold L1 + R1 to cancel a trap Press and hold L1 + R1 to cancel a trap

Passing

Short Pass Press (A) to perform a short pass. Holding the button down will pass to the further of two 

passing options.

Press (A) to perform a short pass. Holding the button down will pass to the further of two 

passing options.

Long Pass Press (X) to perform a long pass. The distance of the pass is dictated by the duration that the 

button is held.

Press (B) to perform a long pass. The distance of the pass is dictated by the duration that 

the button is held.

Through Pass Press (Y) to perform a through pass. Holding the button down will pass to the further of two 

passing options.

Press (Y) to perform a through pass. Holding the button down will pass to the further of two 

passing options.

Lobbed Through Pass Press LB + (Y) to perform a lobbed through pass. Holding the button down will pass to the 

further of two passing options.

Press LB + (Y) to perform a lobbed through pass. Holding the button down will pass to the 

further of two passing options.

One-Two Pass Press LB + (A) to initiate a one-two pass, press x again, before receiving the pass, to return 

the ball to the original possessor.

Press LB + (A) to initiate a one-two pass, press x again, before receiving the pass, to return 

the ball to the original possessor.

Crossing

Cross When the player is in the crossing zone press (X)  to perform a cross into the box. When the player is in the crossing zone press (B)  to perform a cross into the box.

Low Cross When the player is in the crossing zone double tap (X)  to perform a low cross into the box. When the player is in the crossing zone double tap (B)  to perform a low cross into the box.

Ground Cross When the player is in the crossing zone triple tap (X) to perform a ground cross into the box. When the player is in the crossing zone triple tap (B) to perform a ground cross into the 

box.

Early Cross When outside the crossing zone press LB + (X) to perform an early cross. When outside the crossing zone press LB + (B) to perform an early cross.

Early Low Cross When outside the crossing zone press LB + double tap (X) to perform an early low cross. When outside the crossing zone press LB + double tap (B) to perform an early low cross.

Early Ground Cross When outside the crossing zone press LB + triple tap (X)  to perform an early ground cross When outside the crossing zone press LB + triple tap (B)  to perform an early ground cross

Shooting

Shot Press (B) to perform a shot Press (X) to perform a shot

Finesse Shot Press RB + (B) to perform a finesse shot. Press RB + (X) to perform a finesse shot.

Chip Shot Press LB + (B) to perform a chip shot. Press LB + (X) to perform a chip shot.

Defending Controls

Movement Left Stick Left Stick

Sprint Hold RT and move in the desired direction Hold RT and move in the desired direction

Jockey Hold LT to jockey the ball possessor. Hold LT to jockey the ball possessor.

Running Jockey Hold LT + RT to jockey the ball possessor at high speed. Hold LT + RT to jockey the ball possessor at high speed. 

Switch Players Press LB to switch the player you are controlling. Press LB to switch the player you are controlling.

Switch Player Manual Press the Right Stick in the direction of the player you wish to switch to. Press the Right Stick in the direction of the player you wish to switch to.

Press Hold the (A) button to press the ball possessor and perform a standing tackle. Hold the (A) button to press the ball possessor and perform a standing tackle.

Jockey Press Hold [A] + LT to Jockey Press the ball possessor Hold [A] + LT to Jockey Press the ball possessor

Team-mate Press Hold the (B) button to have a team-mate press the ball possessor and perform a standing 

tackle.

Hold the (X) button to have a team-mate press the ball possessor and perform a standing 

tackle.

Slide Tackle Press (X) to perform a slide tackle. Press (B) to perform a slide tackle.

Clearance When in possession in your own half press (B) to clear the ball. When in possession in your own half press (X) to clear the ball.

Goalkeeper Controls

Rush Hold the (Y) button to direct the goalkeeper to rush at the ball. Hold the (Y) button to direct the goalkeeper to rush at the ball.

Drop Kick Press (B) or (X) when the goalkeeper is holding the ball to drop kick the ball up-field. Press (X) or (B) when the goalkeeper is holding the ball to drop kick the ball up-field.

Throw Press (A) when the goalkeeper is holding the ball to throw to a team-mate. Holding the button 

down will pass to the further of two passing options.

Press (A) when the goalkeeper is holding the ball to throw to a team-mate. Holding the 

button down will pass to the further of two passing options.

Drop the Ball Press (Y) when the goalkeeper is holding the ball to drop the ball to the goalkeeper’s feet. Press (Y) when the goalkeeper is holding the ball to drop the ball to the goalkeeper’s feet.

Set-Piece Controls



Corners

Lob Cross Hold the (X) button  to take a corner. The distance of the cross is dictated by the duration that 

the button is held. Use the directional controls to put topspin or backspin on the kick.

Hold the (B) button  to take a corner. The distance of the cross is dictated by the duration 

that the button is held. Use the directional controls to put topspin or backspin on the kick.

Low Cross Double tap (X) to perform a low cross into the box. Double tap (B) to perform a low cross into the box.

Ground Cross Triple tap (X) to perform a ground cross into the box. Triple tap (B) to perform a ground cross into the box.

Short Corner Press (A) to make a short pass to a nearby team-mate. Press (A) to make a short pass to a nearby team-mate.

Free-kicks

Short Pass Press (A) to make a short pass. Press (A) to make a short pass.

Lob Pass Hold the (X) button to perform a lob pass. The distance of the pass is dictated by the duration 

that the button is held. Use the directional controls to put topspin/backspin or sidespin on the 

kick.

Hold the (B) button to perform a lob pass. The distance of the pass is dictated by the 

duration that the button is held. Use the directional controls to put topspin/backspin or 

sidespin on the kick.

Shot Press the (B) button to take a shot. Use the directional controls to put topspin/backspin or 

sidespin on the kick. 

Press the (X) button to take a shot. Use the directional controls to put topspin/backspin or 

sidespin on the kick. 

Driven Shot Hold LB + (B) button to perform a driven shot. Use the directional controls to put spin on the 

kick.

Hold LB + (X) button to perform a driven shot. Use the directional controls to put spin on 

the kick.

Call Lay-off Player Press LT to call a Lay-off player. Press LT to call a Lay-off player.

Lay-off Player Pass Hold LT and press [A] to lay the ball off to the Third Player Hold LT and press [A] to lay the ball off to the Third Player

Lay-off Player Shot Hold LT and press [B] to shoot with the Lay-off Player Hold LT and press [X] to shoot with the Lay-off Player

Free-kick Wall

Jump Use the (Y) button to make the wall jump. Use the (Y) button to make the wall jump.

Wall Player Charge Press and hold [A] to charge with a player in the wall Press and hold [A] to charge with a player in the wall

Throw-ins

Throw Direction Use the Left Stick to choose the throw direction. Use the Left Stick to choose the throw direction.

Short Throw Press (A) to perform a short throw to the player closest to the throwers facing angle. Press (A) to perform a short throw to the player closest to the throwers facing angle.

Manual Short Throw Press (Y) to perform a short throw in the direction the thrower is facing. Press (Y) to perform a short throw in the direction the thrower is facing.

Long Throw Hold (X) to perform a long throw in the direction the thrower is facing. Hold (B) to perform a long throw in the direction the thrower is facing.

Move Receiver Tap LB to take control of the receiver closest to the throw angle. Tap LB again to re-take 

control of the thrower.

Tap LB to take control of the receiver closest to the throw angle. Tap LB again to re-take 

control of the thrower.

Penalties

Aiming Use the directional pad to aim the kick. Use the directional pad to aim the kick.

Driven Shot Hold (B) to perform a driven shot. Hold (X) to perform a driven shot.

Placed Shot Hold RB + (B) to perform a placed shot. Placed shots are softer but more accurate. Hold RB + (X) to perform a placed shot. Placed shots are softer but more accurate.

Chip Shot Hold LB + (B) to perform a chip shot. Hold LB + (X) to perform a chip shot.

Penalty Saving

Move GK Use the Right Stick to move the GK on the line. Use the Right Stick to move the GK on the line.

Dive Use the Left Stick to chose the save direction. Use the Left Stick to chose the save direction.

Goal Kicks

Short Pass Press (A) to make a short pass. Press (A) to make a short pass.

Lob Pass Hold the (X) button to perform a lob pass. The distance of the pass is dictated by the duration 

that the button is held.

Hold the (B) button to perform a lob pass. The distance of the pass is dictated by the 

duration that the button is held.

Tactics

CB Attack Press up on the D-Pad to make your CB join in with your next attack. Press up on the D-Pad to make your CB join in with your next attack.

Opposite Wing Attack Press left on the D-Pad to make a player on the opposite side of the pitch move forward to 

join the attack.

Press left on the D-Pad to make a player on the opposite side of the pitch move forward to 

join the attack.

Offside Trap Press down on the D-Pad to make your defensive line push forward in an attempt to catch the 

opposition offside.

Press down on the D-Pad to make your defensive line push forward in an attempt to catch 

the opposition offside.

Team Press Press right on the D-Pad to make your team press the opponents. Press right on the D-Pad to make your team press the opponents.

Decrease Mentality Hold LB and press left on the D-Pad to decrease your team’s attacking mentality. Hold LB and press left on the D-Pad to decrease your team’s attacking mentality.

Increase Mentality Hold LB and press right on the D-Pad to increase your team’s attacking mentality. Hold LB and press right on the D-Pad to increase your team’s attacking mentality.

Arena

Free-Kick Press the D-Pad in any direction to initiate a free-kick in the current player position. Press the D-Pad in any direction to initiate a free-kick in the current player position.

Penalty Press the D-Pad in any direction when inside the penalty box to initiate a penalty. Press the D-Pad in any direction when inside the penalty box to initiate a penalty.


